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New release Settlement 

dashboard 

To the attention of: Intermediaries  

Priority: low 

Topic: settlement dashboard 2.0 

 

Dear Customer,  

We are pleased to inform you that as part of our ongoing efforts to improve and develop our 

data analysis service, Euronext Securities Milan has enhanced and enriched the informative 

content and offering of the Settlement Dashboard. 

With the release of the new Settlement Fail Prediction Dashboard, you can now monitor 

your  Settlement Efficiency on a daily basis, comparing it with the Matching Rate and the 

market benchmark.  Additionally, you can analyse in detail the unsettled instructions that 

impact your performance and determine the elements driving the algorithm’s predictions. 

We have also improved the MIS Dashboard, by introducing a distinction Corporate Action  

Issuer and Investor, along with new ranking options and filters.   

This upgraded functionality ensure that you have a complete and thorough understanding of 

your activities.   

The Settlement Dashboard is a powerful tool that empowers our customers to monitor the 

service and minimise any potential risks.   

We are available to provide further information or assistance at the following address: 

Per ulteriori informazioni 

mtsalesteam@euronext.com 
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